Disclaimer for downloaded software
All drivers, software and tools available for download through any website owned by DATA MODUL AG
(hereinafter DATA MODUL) are the copyrighted work either of DATA MODUL or of third party software vendors.
By downloading and using such drivers, software and tools the User agrees to the respective licenses or other
arrangements, if any, between DATA MODUL or third party vendor and User.
Drivers, software and tools downloaded from DATA MODUL websites are warranted, if at all, only to the extent
agreed in license agreements. Except as warranted in those license agreements, DATA MODUL carries no
additional warranty or liability obligations.

1. DATA MODUL general limitation of liability for software products and conditions of
use:
1.1.

DATA MODUL, as part of our product development process, develops software products (operating
systems, images, device drivers, tools, manuals and documentation, hereinafter “Products”) for purposes
of developing, testing and demonstrating our hardware products. We make these Products available for
download to the User community for free, unless otherwise stated. DATA MODUL does not represent or
guarantee that free downloaded Products are error free or are suitable for use in any other User’s or
Manufacturer’s devices or systems. Furthermore, DATA MODUL makes no representation or guarantee
that downloaded Products will be maintained or updated by DATA MODUL or that future versions will be
released.

1.2.

Users who download and use Products from DATA MODUL websites are solely responsible for any
potential damages to User’s hardware or loss of data that results from the download or use of any such
Products from DATA MODUL sites.

1.3.

The User is solely responsible for warranting that the product meets User’s requirements and
expectations.

1.4.

Before installation and usage of any DATA MODUL Products the User is obligated to read and strictly
follow the manuals, installation guides and other documentation related to the operating systems, images,
files, drivers, software and tools.

1.5.

The User is solely responsible for adequate protection and backup of the data and equipment used in
connection with any downloaded Products from DATA MODUL sites.

1.6.

DATA MODUL makes no representations or warranties as to the truth, accuracy or completeness of any
statements, information or materials concerning drivers, software and tools that are available on DATA
MODUL websites.

1.7.

Neither DATA MODUL nor any of our partners make any warranties of any kind, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, warranties of title or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness
for a particular purpose or non-infringement.

1.8.

Any correspondence related to third party software products should be directed to the appropriate third
party responsible for developing or distributing the software.

1.9.

DATA MODUL makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the quality, safety or
suitability of any third party software products

1.10. In the event that any paragraph of this disclaimer or any part thereof be declared invalid or unenforceable,
the remainder of the disclaimer shall remain valid and in force.

